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INTRODUCTION 
Let. M (~) denote the set. of all n x n mat.rices over the 
n 
complex numbers. 
If A e M <~), we can always write A= D + B, where D = 
n 
dia~ Ca ···a ) is J·ust.. the main dia~onal part. of A, and 0 11' ' nn ° 
B has a zero main diagonal. If we set. 
for any t e ~, (0.1) At= D + tB 
then A
0 
= D and A
1 
= A The eigenvalues of A
0 
=Dare easy 
are just. the points a · · · a in 
11' ' nn 
the t..o locate: They 
complex plane. We have reason t..o suspect. that. if t.. is small 
enough , then the eigenvalues of At will be located in some 
small neighborhoods of the points a nn 
Gershgorin's Theorem makes this observation precise. 
Gershgorin ' s Theorem has attracted and continues t..o 
at.tract.. great. at.tent.ion. The interest.. is due t..o the fact. 
that. in many cases the exact value of the eigenvalues are 
not. import.ant.. and it.is only necessary t..o know whet.her or not. 
they belong t..o some region of the co mplex plane. 
Furthermore , it. has been shown by D. s. Scott. (1985) 
[29) that. Gershgorin's Theorem gives an accurate spread 
for real symmetric mat.rices and the problem or 
investigating st.ability of mat.rices is the one of the most. 
illuminating applications. 
2 
In chapter 1 , we investigate Gershgorin ' s Theorem . In 
chapter 2 , we introduce different ways to prove Gershgorin ' s 
Theorem. In c hapter 3, we study generalizations of 
Gershgorion ' s Theorem. In this chapter we use Brualdi ' s 
theorems and we 
chapter 4 , we 
applications of 
proof on digraphs [61 to prove some other 
prove some parts of Solovev's theorem. In 
study other interesting results and 





THE GERSHGORIN THEOREM 
The :first results that speci:fically give bounds :for 
eigenvalues o:f a general Creal) matrix are due to L.Levy 
[20] and J. Desplanques [10] which in its original :form was 
obtained by L. Levy in 1881 and was generalized by J. 
Desplanques in 1887. 
Let A= [a ] e M (~) and :for i.,j= 1,2, · · ·,n, let R. CA) 
I. J n I. 
and C CA) denote the sum o:f absolute values o:f the entries 
J 
o:f A in the i. th row and sum o:f the absolute values o:f the 
entries in the j th column respectivly and let 
R~CA) = R. CA) - ja . I , 
I, I, I, I, 
C~CA) = C CA) - ja . I· 
J J J J 
Most o:f the results in this article will be stated in terms 
o:f R~CA) 
I, 
Clearly, analogous theorems hold :for c'cA). 
J 
THEOREM 1 . 1. Levy-Desplanques , [10 ,2 0] [See also 
21:p.146] l:f A= [a . . J e At( ~) and 
I. J n 
I a .. I > R~ CA) I, I, I, Ci. =1 , 2 , · · · , n) (1.1) 
then det A ;Ill! 0 . 
Proof: Suppose det A= 0. Then the system Ax= 0 has a 
no ntrivial solution 
integer :for which 
Then 
ja I Ix I = I - ,r;:-r r r L. 
j ;lll!r 
a . X 
r J j 
Let r be an 
:for all i. = 1,2 , · · · , n. 
I s 2 I a · I Ix • I s Ix I R, CA) r J .) r r 
j ;lll!r 
This contradiction completes the proo:f o:f the theorem. • 
A simple corollary to this theorem gives the well-known 
Gershgorin Theorem. 
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THEOREM 1.2. Gershgorin, (131 
(1) The eigenvalues of' t.he matrix A = Ca .. l E M (<C) 
t. J n 
lie int.he union of' the closed discs 
D. <A) = {z: jz-a . I s R~ CA) } < i. =1 , 2 , · · · , n) (1. 2) 
t L L ~ 
(2) If' a union of' k of' the above n discs, 
f'orm a connected region t.hat. is disjoint. f'rom all 
the remaining n-k discs, t.hen there are precisely 
k eigenvalues of' A in this region. 
NOTE: The discs (1.2), Di.(A), are called Gershgorin 
discs and t.he union of' all n Gershgorin discs of' A, G(A), is 
called the Gershgorin region. 
Proof of' (1): be an eigenvalue of' A. Then 
det.C\ .t In 
l.\.t -a\. i, I s 
A)= 0 and, by t.he Levy-Desplanques 
R'<A) f'or at least. one t.. 
Theorem , 
\. 
Proof of' (2): 
f'irst k Gershgorin discs; 
k 
be as in (0.1). Not.ice that. 
Let. Gk(A) bet.he union of' the 
Gk ( A) = i. 111 { z E <C: I z-a .. I s R~ (A)} • 
\. \. \. 
This f'orms a connected region , GkCA) , which is disjoint f'rom 
the c omplementary region Gc(A) consisting of' the union of' 
k 
t.he n-k remaining discs . Not.ice t.hat the union of' the f'irst 
k discs of' At 
R~<A) = 
\. t 
t R~ (A)} 
\. 
is contained int.he connected set. Gk<A
1
) = Gk(A) ~or all t E 
C0, 11 , but. that. GkCAt) may not. it.self' be a connected set. f'or 
all such t. Furthermore, none of' the complementary regions 
5 
G~(AL) even intersect Gk(A) for any t, 0 5 t 5 1. For each, 
= 1 , 2 , • ··,k consider the eigenvalues of Al, \~(Al), t ~ 0. 
Note that \ . <A) = a .. Because the eigenvalues are 
\, 0 \, \, 
continuous functions of the entries of A and because all 
A <A) E Gk<A) c Gk<A) for all t E [0 ,1], each \ . <A0 ) L l l i 
joined to some A CA
1
)= A- CA) by the continuous curve 
\, \, 
GkCA) given by{\ CA): 0 5 l s 1 }. For each t E [0 ,1] 
L l 
conclude that there are at least k eigenvalues of 




because the remaining n-k eigenvalues of A
0 
start outside 
the connected set GkCA) and follow continuous curves which 
must remain within the complementary region G~CA) ; because 
of continuity and connectivity, they can not leap between 
G~(A) and GkCA). • 
S ince 1931 , Gershgorin 's Theorem made regular 
appearance in the literature until 1949 when an article by 
0. Taussky [341 seems to have suceeded in stopping these 
rediscoveries of the theorem . 
A. M. Ostrowski published two kinds of generalizations 
of this theorem in 1937 [251 and 1951 [21,p.150J . 
After 1951 , little appeared on this subject until 1962 
when the study to find bounds on eigenvalues or a technique 
to get them for a specified matrix became more active . Since 
1962 , many research papers have reappeared about the 
generalization of Gershgorin ' s Theorem (Theorem 1 . 2) , and 
recently we have had many nice results on it. We will 
investigate them in chapter 3.[Also , see 14,27 , 28 , 31 , 321. 
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CHAPTER II 
SOME DIFFERENT PROOFS OF GERSHGORIN'S THEOREM 
In this chapter we will reproduce Gershgorin's Theorem 
by other means. 
2.1 HOUSEHOLDER'S PROOF 
Householder gave a dit't'erent. proot' t'or the Levy 
Desplanques Theorem (Theorem 1.1): Corollary 2.2. 





If' det. A= 0, then t'or some r we must. have 
fa Is ~ 1a .. f = R.'CA). 
r r "'- L J r 
j p,!i, 
Proof: Since det. A= 0 , the system Ax = 0 has a 




, · · ·,xn)T. Let. r be an integer 
f'or which 
Ix I 2:: tx I, r l Ci. = 1, 2, · · ·, n) . 
Then ta If x I = I ~ - a - x -
rr r "'- rJ J 
5 ~ ta I fx I s tx t 




and ta ts R.'<A> which gives the theorem. 
r r r • 
The f'ollowing corollary is the contrapositive or the 
alx:ive theorem . But. Householder [5] (1968) looks at. t.he 
th eo rem f'rom a dit't'erent. point ot' view. 
COROLLARY 2.2. [5] It' A = [ a . J e At (q:::) and 
L J n 
ta . I > R~ CA) 
L L l 
Ci. =1, 2, · · · , n) 
t.hen det A• 0. 
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Proof: Let A= D - B, where D = dia~<a a ···a ) <=> 11' 22 1 ' nn 
is just the main diagonal part of' A and B has zero diagonal. 
If' f'or all i., a .. ;II:! 0, then A = D<I - D- 1 B). The condition II 
L 1. 
in some matrix norm guarantees that A be 
The corollary f'ollows by applying this invertible. 
condition and using one matrix norm, the maximum 







j = 1 
absolute row sum of' D- 1 B is 2 
a . . 
1, J _a __  and la .. I> R~CA). • 
L \. \. 
j = 1, j pi!i, 
\, \, 
2.2 NEWMAN'S PROOF 
Gershgorin ' s proof' (1931) f'or the second statement of' 
his theorem depends on the f'act that the roots of' a 
polynomial are continuous f'unctions of' its coef'f'icients. 
But in 1980 , M. Newman presented a dif'f'erent proof' of' it in 
which the tool that is used is a contour integral. This 
makes the analytic part of' the argument trivial, and 
eliminates the dependence on rather deep results from the 
theory of' algebraic f'unctions which is implicit in the usual 
proof'. 
THEOREM 2.3. Gershgorin, [13] 
(2) If' Gk is a set in the complex plane containing 
k of' the Gershgorin discs of' a matrix A and G has k 
no points in common with the remaining n-k discs, 
then Gk contains exactly k eigenvalues of' A. 
Proof: Due to Newman [24] For convenience, suppose 
that the f'irs~ k Gershgorin discs f'orm a connected set, and 
8 
are disjoint. f'rom t.he ot.her discs. Let. us def'ine 
k n 
G (A)= 
k LJ Di. (A) u D. < A) , l 
i. =1 i. =k + 1 
where D. (A) are Gershgorin discs (1.2). 
I. 
Furt.her def'ine 
D~< A) = { z E <C fz - a .. Is R~<A) + c} 1 s i. s k, 
I. I. l 
k { t.a . if' 
1Si.Sk 
, i. ;:m!j , 
G~(A) £. 
I. j 1SjSn u = D. (A), and ACt.)= [ a . . ( t)] = I. I. J 
i. = 1 a . otherwise, 
I. .J 
where t. is a parameter such t.hat. 0 s t. :S 1. 
We observe several f'act.s about. Gk(A), G~(A), D~CA), 
G!<A) and ACt.) , assuming Gk<A> and G:CA) are disjoint.. 
Ci) Since Gk(A) and G~(A) are disjoint., there must be a 
number c. > 0 such t.hat. G!CA) is disjoint. f'rom G~CA). 
(2) The boundary, o<G!<A>), of' G!<A) contains entirely 
Gk(A) in it.s interior, and G~CA) is contained entirely in 
it.s exterior. 
(3) If' 1 Si. s k, D CACt.))= { z: 
l 
fz-a .. I 
1.. 1.. 
= t 
R~CA)} and if' k+t 5 i. Sn, D. CA(t.)) 
I. I. 
= D. <A). 
I. 
(4) Gk(ACt.)) c G!CA), G~CA(t)) = G~CA), and every 
eigenvalue of' A(t.) belongs either t.o Gk<ACt.)) or to G~CA(t)) 
= G:<A). 
Now put 
PtCz) = det. < zI-ACt.) ), 
so that. P (z) is the characteristic polynomial of' ACt.). 
l 
Pt<z) is a polynomial in z and t with complex coef'f'icient.s. 
It. is clear that. Pt<z> vanishes nowhere on o<G!<A}) f'or O :S 
t s 1. In f'act. Pt(z) is unif'ormly bounded away f'rom zero on 
£. o(Gk(A)). It. f'ollows t.hat the integral 






is well de.fined, and represents a continuous .function o.f t 
.for Ost.. s 1. But. t..his integral is just. t..he number o.f 
zeros o.f Pt(z) inside since pt (z) is a 
polynomial and has no poles in the .finite part. o.f t..he plane 
[ 9: p 81 l. It. .follows t..hat.. n(t) must. be constant. In 
particular , n(O) = n(1). Notice also that the number o.f 
zeros o.f Pt(z) inside a<G!cA)) is 
o.f zeros o.f Pt(z) belonging t..o 




eigenvalue o.f ACt) belongs either t..o Gk< ActJ) or t..o G~(A), 
Gk(Act..J) c int G!<Act..J) and, G:<A) and int. G!<ActJ) are 
disjoint... 






, , akk are t..hen eigenvalues o.f A(O), and 
all t..he other eigenvalues must. belong t..o G:<AcOJ) = G:<A). 
It. .follows t..hat.. n(1) must. also equal k , which completes t..he 
proo.f o.f t..he theorem. • 
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CHAPTER III 
GENERALIZATIONS OF GERSHGOJUN 'S THEOREM 
Many generalizat.ions ot' Gershgorin ' s Theorem have 
appeared. Int.he t'irst. sect.ion oft.his chapt.er , we discuss 
the result.st.hat. appeared during 1931-1957. In the next. t.wo 
sect.ions, we discuss generalizat.ions ot' Gershgorin ' s Theorem 
by looking at dit't'erent. regions and int.ersect.ions or 
Gershgorin regions corresponding t.o similar mat.rices. In 
sect.ion 4 , we st.udy how several classical result.s concerning 
inclusion regions fort.he eigenvalues of mat.rices can be 
unified and generalized by t.he use of direct.ed graphs. In 
t.he last. section, we will st.udy anot.her nat.ural 
generalizat.ion ot' Gershgorin ' s Theorem. In 
co nfusion arises, 
and C for C~CA). 





R ' CA) 
L 
J J 
3.1 OVALS OF CASSIN! AND OSTR.OWSKI' S THEOREM 
One or t.he ways to generalize Gershgorin's Theorem is 
t.o modify t.he t.ype or regions containing eigenvalues from 
discs t.o ovals. 
THEOREM 3 . .1. Ostrowski ,( 1937)(25] Brauer , (1946) [2] 
Let. A = [ a . . l e M ( <D . 
L J n 
(1) It' 
la · I 1a · · I > R.~ R.~ 
LL JJ L J 
(i.,j= 1,2 ,···, n; i..idj), (3.1) 
then det A• 0 . 
(2) The union oft.he ovals 
{ z: fz-a f lz-a . f s R.' R.~ } Ci. ,j =1,2, ···,n; i..idj) 
L L J J L J 
contains all t.he eigenvalues ot' A. 
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Proof o:f (1) : 






of' x such that 
Suppose that, t.he inequalities (3.1) 
Then the system Ax= 0 has a nontrivial 
Let x and x be coordinates 
r s 
C i. =1 , 2 , • · · , r-1 , r+1 , · · · , n) . 
I:f x = 0 , then x . = 0 :for all L • r , and x • 0. 
s t r 
But. Ax = 0 . 
In particular , 
n 
'a . 4. r .J 
j == 1 
X . = 0. 
J 
= 0 which contradicts (3.1) . 
jarrjjxrj = -2 a . X . :$ r J J 
j ;:,,!r 
jas s I jx s I = I -2 asj X . :$ J 
j ;:,,!s 
That is., a X = 0. rr r Thus 
Hence x ;= 0. 
s 
Since Ax= 0, 
2 la · I Ix I Ix I R. 
, 
and :S 
r J J s r , 
j •r 
2 la · I Ix . I :$ 1x I R., . s J J r s 
j ;a!s 
a rr 
Multiplying t.he right. hand sides together and the le:ft hand 
sides together, then simpli:fying , we get la I ja I :S R.' R' rr ss r s 
which contradicts (3.1). 
Proof of (2): Let. X be an eigenvalue o:f A. Then det., 
<XI - A)= 0 and, by the above result. , I~ - a .. Ill -a . I s 
n L L J J 
R~(A) R~CA) :for at. least one pair (i. ,j ). 
l. J • 
The regions discussed in the above theorem are called 
Ovals o:f Cassini. In addition, the original statement.. o:f 
part. o:f Gershgorin's work was not correct [13 :Satz 1]. He 
did not use the hypothesis that the matrix , 
irreducible , that is, there does not 
permutation matrix P such t.hat PA pT _ [Ai O ] 
- A2i A2 
and A
2 
are square mat.rices. 
this error. 







THEOREM 3.2. Taussky, [33][34]. If' A = [ a 1 
l J 
e M CC) is an irreducible matrix and 
n 
< i. =1, 2, · · · , n) 
wit.h st.rict. inequality f'or at. least. one i., 
t.hen det. A~ 0. 
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(3.2) 
Proo:f: Assume t.he f'irst. relation in (3.2) is not. an 
equality and det. A= 0. Ix I > r From t.his it. f'ollows t.hat 
lxkl f'or at. least. one value of' k. Hence the r th equation of' 
Ax= 0 cont.radict.s (3.2), provided not. all a . = 0 f'or which 
I' l 
1x I > r tx I · \. If' this is t.he case, however, t.hen the r
th row 
contains n-s zeros wheres is t.he number of' subscripts j f'or 
which jx I= Ix I· 
J r 
All t.he s corresponding rows contain n-s 
zeros in the same places. 
reducible, a contradict.ion. 
It. f'ollows that. t.he matrix is 
• 
A generalization using the mean value of deleted row 
and column sums is 
THEOREM 3.3. Ostrowski, [21,p.150]. Let. a be a 
real number wit.h Os as 1 and A= [a . ] e M CC). 




Ci.= 1,2, · · ·, n), (3.3) 
t.hen det. A~ 0. 
(2) The union of' the discs 
{ z: fz-a . Is [R~JC( [C~J 1 -a }. 
l l l l 
< i. =1, 2, · · ·, n) 
contains all t.he eigenvalues of' A. 
Proof' of' (1): Assume t.hat. 0 <a< 1, since a= 0 or 1 
is the Levy-Desplanques Theorem <Theorem 1.1). We assume 
13 
also that R~ > 0 f'or all L. For, if' R~ = 
L L 
of'f-diagonal entries in the i.th row are O and 
0, then all 
the problem 
is essentially reduced to the <n - 1) square case. 
We suppose then that the inequalities (3.3) hold, that 
det A= 0, and proceed to deduce a contradiction. From the 
1act that det A= 0 we deduce that Ax= 0 has a nontrivial 
n 
solution , xn)T; that is, 2 ai.jxj = 0 for 
j = 1 
all i.. Theref'ore 
ja . I jx . I s ~ ja . . I jx I and, since (3.3) , 
L L L L. L J J 
j ;:,di. 
la . I , 
L L 
[R ~ la [C ' l1-a 1x I :S ~ 1a . la la . 11-a 1x I 
L L L L. L J L J J 
(3.4) 
j ;:,di. 
with strict inequality 1or at least one i., in particular , 
I'or the i. f'or which x . ;:id 0. 
L 
Applying Holder ' s inequality 
[21,p.108] to the right hand side of' (3.4) we obtain 
CR:Jacc:11 - alx ;_ 1:S( 2 
j ;:,di_ 
1 - a 
= [R ' Ja ( 2 la . I 1x 11/1 -a ) 
L L J J • 
j ;>di. 
Theref'ore 
c' jx . I 1/1 -a :S ~ ja . I jx . I 1/1-a 
L L L. L J J , 
< i =1 , 2 , · · · , n) . 
j ;:,di, 
Now sum up with respect to i., remembering that the 
inequality is strict for at least one i.: 
n n n 
s = 2 c ~ Ix;, I 
1/1-a < 2 2 1a . I Ix 11/1-0 L L J J 




= L ( jx . 11/1 - a L la . I ) J l J 
j = 1 i. = 1 
i. ;lll!j 
n 
= L ix . 11/1-a c~ = s 
J J 
j = 1 
a contradiction. 
Proof of' (2): Let A be an eigenvalue of' A. 
<AI - A)= 0 and, by the above result, IA a . . 
l l 
Then det 
s CR~ la 
n l 
[C~l 1 -a -for at. least one pair (i., j ). 
J • 
A similar generalization to Theorem 3.1. is 
THEOREM 3.4. Ostrowski , [21 , p . 151 l Let. a be a 
real number with O :Sas 1 and A= [a . ] E ,ti (CC). 
l J n 
Ci) If' 
(3.5) 
C i.,j = 1 ,2, --·,n ;i.;lll!j ), 
t..hen det.. A• 0. 
(2) The union of' the Ovals 
{ z: lz-a .. I jz-a .. I s CR']a [C ~ ]
1 -a [R~]a [C~1 1 - a} 
l~ JJ l l J J 
C i., j =1, 2 , · · ·, n ; i. ;lll!j ) 
contains all the eigenvalues of' A. 
CR~ la cc~ l 1 - 0 
Proof of' (1): Let s . = 
l 
l l 
1a . · I 
and choose k . , 
l 
l \. 
i.=1 , 2 , • •·, n , so t..hat sk ~ sk ~ 
1 2 
Then (3.3) is 
equivalent.. t..o s . 
l 
< 1 while (3.5) is equivalent. to S . S . 
l J 
< 1 
If' -for all i. , j • In particular , s k sk 
1 2 
< 1 and thus sk < 1. 
2 
;c 0. Otherwise 0 < < 1. In t.his case 
15 
let. 
q = ,ti and let. B bet.he matrix obtained f'rom A 
by multiplying the k~h row and t.he k
1
th column by q. 
use t.he same notation as f'or A but with primes , B = 
For B 
[a ~ . J. 
l .J 
Then R: <.B) = q R~ CA) , C~ CB) = q Ck' CA) , 1a~ k 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
= q2 
✓ sk sk 1 . = / = < Fort .her , 1a k I and therefore ✓ sk Sk q 1k t 1 1 1 2 
Therefore , by 
the previous theorem det B ~ 0 and , since det. B = q 2 det. A, 
det. A ~ 0. 
C\I n 
[ R ' l a 
l 
Proof' of' (2): Let :\ be an eigenvalue o:f A. Then 
A) = 0 and , by the above result. , IA. a . I I:\ a . 
l l J J 
CC~ l1 -a [R'la [C ' Jt - a f'or at least. one pair (i. ,j ). 
l. J J 
THEOREM 3.5. Fan , [21 , p.1521 I:f A= [a le MC ~ ) 
l J n 




l J n 
s b .. 
l J 
th e n each eigenvalue of' A lies in at. least one of' 




I z - a i. i. I s µ - b i.,_ C3.6) 
where µ denotes t.he maximal eigenvalue of' B , 
that is. 
Proof': 
µ ~ ll CB)I f'or any j. 
J 
To see this , we assume all b .. > 0, 
l J 
since t.he 
result. can be ext.ened to the general case by a cont.inuit.y 
argument.. Now , by a classical Theorem of' Perron [21,p.1241, 
B has a positive eigenvector <x 1 , 
• • • X ) T 
, n corresponding t.o 
n 
µ : 2 b . . X . = µxi., I. J J 
j = 1 
1 2 1a . 1x. x-:- I. J J 














. . , n). Theref'ore, 
2 b . X . I. J J 
j ;,di, 
n 
~ b . . X . I. J J 
1 -- b .. x . 
X . 1-1. '-
1. 





= µ - b .. 
I. I. 
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But., by Gershgorin's Theorem (Theorem 1.2) applied t..o t..he 
- 1 matrix D AD , where D = diag Cx 1 , 
eigenvalue of' A, then 
IA. - a . · I 
I. I. 
1 
s " I. 
L ai. j x j , 
j ;,di, 
f'or some i.. 
... X ) , n , if' A is an 
[See Theorem 3.6] • 
3.2 MINIMAL GERSHGOR.IN SETS 
Gershgorin ' s Theorem and it..s variation give inclusion 
regions f'or t..he eigenvalues of' A which depend only on t..he 
main diagonal entries of' A and t..he t..he sum of' t..he absolute 
values of' t..he of'f' diagonal entries (radii). 
that S- 1 A S has t..he same eigenvalues as A, 
Using t..he f'act.. 
t..he f'ollowing 
theorem gives some smaller regions cont..aing the eigenvalues 
of" A. And some improvements have appeared, 
7,8, 11 , 22,37,38]. 
THEOREM 3.6. Varga , [36] Let A= [a ] e M (~) 





, · · · ,xn be positive real numbers. 










" \. L xj jai.j I } = GCD-
1 A D) 
j = 1 
j ;,di, 




lJ { Z E (L 
i. = 1 
n 1 
lz-a . I s x . 2 -la . I}= G((D- 1 AD)T). 
J J J . X . I- J 
J = 1 \, 
j ;afi. 
Also, the closed set 
n G(D- 1 AD), D = dia~ (x x · · · x) for all x . ) 0 (3.7) 0 1 ' 2' ' n ' 1-
D 
contains all the eigenvalues of A e ,ti (<l:). n 
Not.e: (3.7) is called the Minimal Gershgorin Set, of A. 
Proof: Immediate consequence of the Gershgorin theorem 
(Theorem 1.2) and the fact D- 1 A D has the same eigenvalues 
as A. • 
We know that we could get even smaller inclusion 
resions f'or the eigenvalues if' we were to admit. more 
complicated similarities than diagonal ones. But if' we 
restrict ourselves to just diagonal similarities and to the 
use of' just the main diagonal entries, then the above (3.7) 
is optimal as seen by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.7. Varga , [36] Leto be any given point 
on the boundary of the set (3.7). Then there exists 
so me matrix B = [b ] E ,ti such that b . = a f'or \, j n \, \, \, i. 
all i. =1 , 2 , · · , n and lb . I = ja . I for all \. , j \, J \, J 
=1 ,2, ... , n and such that a is an eigenvalue of' 8. 
Not.e: Due t,o the length of the proof' , we give only a 
short sketch of the proof' here. 
Sket.ch of proof: We need to consider two cases to prove 
this theorem . At first, if A is reducible, we permute A to 
block triangular form and use induction on the blocks, which 
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have the same eigenvalues as A. If A is an irreducible 
matrix, define an essencially positive matrix P{a) [36] from 
A and a, an arbitrary complex point.. And use the fact that 
an essencially positive matrix has a real eigenvalue 
Ar(Pca ) ) which is larger than t.he real part. of any other 
eigenvalues of PCa). Then we find t.hat a is a boundary point 
oft.he minimal Gershgorin set of A if and only if A <Pea))~ 
I' 
0. And, if A (Pea))= 0 then a is 
I' 
an eigenvalue of some 
matrix B above. This fact establishes the theorem. • 
3.3 G-GENERATING FAMILIES 
A. J.Hoft'man considered a problem associated wit.h the 
above t.ype of' generalization of' Gershgorin's Theorem, in 
which t.he radii of' discs of' C1.2) are nonnegative functions 
denoted by fk(A), defined on the moduli of' the nCn-1) 
off-diagonal entries a . . of the matrix A. 
l J 
DEFINITION 3.8. [15,16] A set. {f' ,f2,· · · , t' 1 n 
G-~eneratin~ family if and only if for every 
Ca ] E ,11 <C) satisfying 
l j n 
lakk I > fkCA) C k=i, 2, · · ·, n) 
A is nonsingular. 
Equivalently , a set. {f1 , f2, · · · , f'n } 
} 





[a . ] e M CC) every eigenvalue of' A lies in the 
l J n 
union oft.hen discs 
Df' CA)= {z: lakk -z I :$ f k CA)} C k =1 , 2 , • · · , n) {3.8) 
For example, the best. known G-generat.ing family comes 
from Gershgorin's theorem: {f k CA) Various 
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G-generating t'amilies are easily constructed rrom the many 
known generalizations of' Gershgorin ' s theorem. (Theorem 3.3, 
3. 6 etc). 
The union of' regions 
k k 
= { z: n jz-ai. i. Is n R: _<A)} 
j=l J J j=l J 
(3.9) 
where k is a t'ixed integer between 1 and n and 1 s 
Lk s n, may not contain all the eigenvalues of' A it' k > 2 
because we have an counterexample f'or the case k = 3 which 
is due to M. Newman [21,p.149] [See Example 5.4:p.47J. 
Hof'f'man gave results concerning properties of' 
G-generating t'amilies in (151[16]. But these results did not 
overcome the restriction that ks 2 under the same condition 
which had existed since Ostrowski ' s Theorem <Theorem 3.1). 
3.4 GENERALIZATIONS VIA DIRECTED GRAPHS 
We show that Ostrowski ' s Theorem (Theorem 3.1.) can be 
generalized in terms of' directed graphs. 
Ostrowski ' s Theorem says that when k = 1 or k = 2, the 
union of' regions 
k k 
. CA) 
••• , L k n jz -a .. L . L 
J J 
nR : _<A)} 
j = 1 J 
= { z : 
j = 1 
where k is a f'ixed integer between 1 and n, and 1 
< ·· · < i.k s n contains all the eigenvalues of' A. 




The question to what extent this holds was investigated 
by J . L. Brenner and M. Newman who f'ound a counterexample 
f'or k > 2. But R. A. Brualdi [61 round the correct 
generalization of' Ostrowski ' s Theorem (Theorem 3.1) in terms 
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of' directed graphs in 1982. 
At first we shall def'ine several terms and give some 
notation concerning directed graphs. 
A directed graph r is a finite , nonempty set V together 
with a (possibly empty) set E of' ordered pairs of' distinct 
elements of' V. As with undirected graphs, V is called the 
vertex set of' r, and each element of' V is a vertex. Each 
element of' Eis called an arc (or directed edge) while E 
itself' is the arc set or edge set of' r, 
always means "directed edge". 
where "edge" here 
Let A= [a ] be an n x n matrix. We associate with A a 
I. J 
directed graph I'CA) as f'ollows. The vertices of' rCA) are 
1 , 2, · · ·,n. There is an arc f'rom i to J, arcCi,j), if' and 
depends only if' 1. ?"! J and a .. ?"! 0. 
L J 
The directed graph I'CA) 
only on the of'f'-diagonal elements of' A and has no loops 





) , ···,C1.k-t'1.k) are arcs. 
of' n is k . The distance f'rom vertex 1. to vertex 
The length 
is the 
smallest length of' a path f'rom i to j. A directed graph is 
strongly connected if' f'or each ordered pair of' distinct 
vertices i, j there is a path f'rom to j • A 
circuit of' rCA) is a sequence y of' vertices i. • • • i. i. = 1 ' ' p' p+1 
l 1 > where p 2, i · · · i 1 , , p are distinct , and 
CL , L ) , •• • , ( L , L ) , ( L , L ) are arcs of' re A) . \,.le say r has 
1 2 p - 1 p p 1 
length p and also write i. E y f'or j = 1, · ··,p . 
J 
We denote 
the set of' circuits or I'CA) by CCA). 
Throughout this section we shall assume that the 
matrix A is weakly irreducible, that is, A has t.he 
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property t.hat. each vert.ex of r<A) belongs t.o at. least. one 
circuit. of r<A). Because A is irreducible if and only it' 
rCA) is strongly connected, t.his property holds whenever A 
has no irreducible component. of order 1 and thus holds when 
A is an irreducible matrix of order at. least. 2. 
For a directed graph rand vertex v of r, we define 
r+Cv) t.o be < u :<v,u) is an arc or r > and r-Cv) t.o be 
< u: Cu,v> is an arc or r }. Thus r+Cv) consists of all 
vertices which can be reached by a single arc from v, and 
r - Cv) cons ists of all vertices which can reach v by a simple 
arc. 
A pre-order on a set. V satisfies the following two 
conditions for all a,b,c EV Ci) a 5 a and (ii) a 5 b, b 5 
c implies a 5 c. However, from a 5 band b s a one cannot. 
conclude a= b. 
THEOREM 3.9. Brualdi,[61 Let A = [ a . ] E M < <[:) 
L J n 
be a weakly irreducible mat.rix. If 
for each circuit. -r E CCA) (3.10) 
i.. Ef' i. Ef' 
t,hen det. A ~ 0. 
An immediate consequence is 
Corollary 3.10. [17:p.387] If A= [a ] EM(<[:) is 
L J n 
a weakly irreducible matrix, t.hen t.he eigenvalues 
or A lie int.he region u D1' where 
]'EC(A) 
n jz-a .. I 5 n R'<A)} I, I, I, • 
i. E]' i. Ef' 
The proof or Theorem 3.9 requires t.he following lemma. 
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Lemma 3.11. Let. r be a directed graph f'or which a 
pre-order is de:fined on t.he f'init.e set. of' vertices. 
Suppose r+<v) is nonempty f'or each vert.ex v. Then 
t.here exist.s a circuit. v . v . 
Li ' L2 ' 
V . 
L k , 





such t.hat. v . 
L j + 1 
is a maximal element. of' r+cv ) 
L 
f'or j = 1 , 2, · · · , k . 
Proof of' Lemma Begin wit.h any vertex w. and choose L 
1 
a maximal element. w . o:f Now choose a maximal 
L 
2 
Let. q be t.he smallest. 
int.eger such that. w . = W . f'or some p < q. Then 
L 
q 






sat.isf'ying t.he conclusion o:f t.he 
• 
Proof of' Theorem 3.9: Suppose that. f'or each circuit. r, 




exists a nonzero vector X = 
<x x · · · x )T such •ha• Ax= 0 1 ' 2 ' ' n .., .., • 
I'CA) belongs t.oat. least. one circuit. , 
Since every vertex o:f 
it. f'ollows f'rom (3.10) 




which is induced in r<A) by t.hose vertices 
xi. ~ 0 . Thus r
0 
is obtained f'rom I'(A) by 
i. :for which 
removing t.hose 
vertices J f'or which x 
J 
= 0 and all arcs o:f t.he f'orm C j , k) 
and ( k, j) f'or some k. Since Ax = 0 and a . ~ 0 
L L 
Ci.=1 ,2, • • • , n) for each vert.ex i. of' r
0
, is nonempty. 
Def'ine a pre-order on t.he vertices o:f r by ; L s j 
0 
onl y if' 1x. I s 
L 
1x. 1 · 
J 
✓ 
r = i. 1 ' i. 2' 
has 
· · · i. , L = i. such 
' p p+1 1 
By t.he above Lemma, r
0 
t.hat. I xi. . I 2: 




r+( i ) and hence f'or each vert.ex k e r+C i. . ). 
0 J J 
vert.ex k e Then 
since t.he L th ent.ry o:f Ax= 0 is zero , 
J 
a . 
l. j l. J 
X . 
l 








Multiplying we obtain 
j = 1 
Since x . ;a! 0 
l 
j = 1 
:for J =1 , 2. · · · , p 
p p 
[ f laijkl] 1xij+1I kE I' (\. ) 
J 
[ k ~i j I a i j k I ] I xi j + ' I 
R.: j CA) I Xi j + 1 I . 
p p 
n R.i _CA) n 1xlj+l I 
j=t J j= 1 
and i 
1 
= i , we have 
p+ 1 
nl xijl= n1xij+1l>O . 
j = 1 j = 1 
We concl ude that 
p p 
n lai l I s n R.~ <A> l 
j = 1 J J j = 1 
j 
That. is, :for one ci rcuit 
~ 
-r E CCA), 
n la . I ::5 I, I, n R.~ CA) l 
This co ntradicts (3.10) and proves the theorem. 
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• 
R..A. Brualdi also was able to extend Theorem 3.2 in a 
similar way in [6]. 
THEO~EM 3.12. Brualdi,[61 Let. A= [a J e 
\. J 
M (Q;) be an irreducible matrix. Suppose 
n 
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n 1a . I ~ n R/ (A) for each ye C(A) (3.11) \. \. \. 
i.ey i.ey 
with strictly inequality for at. least. one circuit. y. 
Then det. A ;a! 0. 
An immediate consequence is 
Corollary 3.13. 
irreducible matrix. 
Let. A = [ a . . le M < Q;) be an 
\. .J n 
Then a boundary point. z of the 
union of the regions of can be an 
eigenvalue of A only if z is a boundary point. each 
region DY. 
Proo£ of' Theorem 3.12: We continue with the proof of 
Theorem 3.9. but with the assumption (3.10) replaced by the 




For, if not., 
/ 
la · I = 
\. \. n R~ (A) l, f'or some-re C(A) 
i. E'}' 
+ for all k er (i. ), j=1,2, · · · , P . 
0 J 
t.hen paralleling the proof of Theorem 3.9 , we will arrive at 
the contradiction 
IT la · I < \. \. IT R~ (A) \. 
i. e-r i.EY 
So lxkf is constant. over all vertices k e I'+(i. j)' for 
J=1,2, · · ·,p. Now A is irreducible so that. the directed graph 
r<A> is strongly connected. Suppose there is at. least. one 
vertex of r<A> which is not a vertex of 7'/· Then it. follows 
t.hat. there is an arc f'rom some vertex i. of' y't.o a vertex 
J 
Since lxkl = 1xL . I' it. f'ollows f'rom (t.he proof' 
J + 1 





vert.ex dif'f'erent. :from a vertex of' y but. sat.isf'ying the 
conclusion of' Lemma 3.11. Replacing y' by y" in t.he proof' 
of' theorem 3.9 , we conclude t.hat. lxkl is constant. over all 
vertices k E r+( i. ) , f'or each vertex i. of'/", continuing like 
this , we conclude that. f'or each vertex L o:f the directed 
graph r<A), lxkl is constant. over vertices k E r+(i.). But. 
now in the proo:f o:f Theorem 3.9 ., y can be any circuit. o:f 
r<A) and we conclude t.hat. 
(3.12) 
i. E]" i. EY 
f'or each circuit. r of' r<A). This contradict.ion completest.he 
proof' of' t.he theorem. 
The :following is an immediate consequence 
Ost.rowski ' s Theorem <Theorem 3.3) and Theorem 3.9. 
Corollary 3.14. Let. A= Ca .. ] E M (<C) be a 
L J n 
weakly irreducible matrix. Then :for each a with 0 
5 a~ 1 , the e igenvalu es of' A lie in the union of' 
t.he reg ions 
n I z-a i.L I 5 ( n R: ) 0 ( n c; )1 - a :for each y E C(A) 
i. E7'' i. E} / i. E/ ' 
• 
of' 
Other inclusion regions can be obtained analogous t.o 
Fan ' s theorem <Theorem 3.5) . 
Let. B = [b ] be an n x n irreducible nonnegative 
L J 
matrix wit.h zero main diagonal, and let. M<B) be the set. o:f 
all n x n complex mat.rices A= [a .. ] such t.hat. ja .. I 
L .) L J 
= b .. 
L J 
f'or all i. .-! j • 
THEOREM 3.16. Brualdi,[61 Let B = [ b . ] E M ( ([;) be 
l J n 
an irreducible nonnegative matrix with zero main 
diagonal. , p ) n is a 
sequence of positive numbers such that for each 
matrix A= Ca . l in M<B) the eigenvalues of A lie 
l J 
in the union of the regions 
D CA) = { n fz 
P,7" 
i. er 









, • ··,xn such 
~ b .. X . 
,£.. l J J 
J ;&!i, 
( i. = 1, · · ·, n) 




the eigenvalues of A lie in the union of t.he regions 
D CA) for each re CCB). Hence if 
P , r 
n la · I > n p . for each re CCB), l l l 
i.E{' i. E{' 
then O cannot. be an eigenvalue of A and so A is invertible . 
Let B ' = lb l = [ b i.j /p J. Since p
1
, · · ·,pn are positive , it 
l J l 
follows from t.he preceding observation t.hat. if A 
a matrix in M<B') satisfying 
n 1a' . I l l ) 1 
i. E}" 
f'or all r E CCB) = CCB), t.hen A is invertible. 
= [a l is 
l J 
Since Bis irreducible, so is B and it. follows from 
the Perron-Frobenius Theorem of nonnegative matrices that. B 
has a positive eigenvalue A wit.h corresponding positive 
T eigenvector x = Cx
1
, •• · , xn) . 
1 
A X . 
l 
= 2 b .. x . ,_ J J = p . 
l 
Thus; since <B' :\I) x = 0 , 
~ b .. x . 
,£.. l J J 
j ;&!i. 
< i. = 1, · · ·, n) . 
Consider the matrix A = [a 1 = B 
L J 
A is not invertible. Consequently, 
n 1a:· I l. l. :$ 1 
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A.I. Then A'"e AKB') and 
.. 
f'or some re CCB ) . Supposer has length k. Then since a . = 
l. l. 




2: A X . = p . 
or 





Hence the theorem holds. 
l. 
l. 
'b .. X . 
L t. J J 
j ;,,i!i, 
'b . x . 
L t. J J 
j ;,,i!i. 
(i, = 1, · · · , n) . 
3.5 GENERALIZATIONS OF SOLOVEV 
• 
In this section, we will obtain another natural 
generalization of' Gershgorin's theorem. Namely, f'or a fixed 
integer r with 2 :S r :S n, either the eigenvalues of' the 
matrix A= [a 1 e M (~) lie in the union of' n specified 
LJ n 
discs about the points a ,a
22
, · · · , a , where the sum of' 
11 nn 
the radii of' these discs automatically does not exceed 
the sum of' the radii of' t.he Gershgorin discs DD ... 1' 2' 
D or t.here exist r distinct points amon~ , n o 
, ann such that the sum of' 
the points 
t.he distances 
f'rom an eigenvalue A t.o t.hese r points does not exceed the 
sum of' the radii of' the corresponding Gershgorin discs D . 
l. 
It turns out that when r = n 
equivalent to Gershgorin's theorem. 
t.his results is 
DEFINITION 3.16. The subset Z of' ,11 CIR) is def'ined n n 
by z = { A E M ([R) A= al - P, a e IR, P 2: 0} n n n 
where P 2: 0 means that all t.he entries of' 
nonnegative. 
P are 
DEFINITION 3.17. A matrix A is called a n 
M - matrix if' A E Zn and A is positive st.able which 
means Re[A(A ) J > 0 . 
DEFINITION 3.18. 
of' A = [a ] E M 
L j n 
m. = 
L j 
The comparison matrix M 
C<D is def'ined by 
{ 
la . if' j = L 
L J 
la · I if' J ;Ill i. 
L J 
= Cm .. J 
L J 
A matrix A is c a lled an H-mat.rix if' it..s comparision 
matrix is an M-mat.rix. 
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< < i. .s n r 
bet.we e n 1 and n . Th e set. of' all such r-t.uples is denoted by 
W. The s e t. of' a l l r-t.uples in which t..he index j appears 
r 
(does n o t. a ppe a r ) i s d e noted by Wr[ j ] C by Wr( j ) ) The 
sum of' r-1 largest. mo duli of' of'f'-diagonal elements in t..he 
j th column o f' A is de noted by C C r) • j , 
ccr ) = max { 2 
J (.) E W ( j ) i. EQ 





C . = 
J 
l la . I is same as c ' CA) . 
L J J 
THEOREM 3 . 19. Solovev , [30] Let. A= Ca . ] E 
L J 
and f' o r s o me f' i x ed r , with 2 s r s n , 
f'ollowing co nd i tions hold: 
(3.1 3 ) 
M C <J::) , 
n 
let. t.he 
c 1 ) la I > ccr) Cj =1 , 2 , · · ·, n) c3 . 14) 
J J J 
(2) The sum of' t.he moduli of' t.he diagonal elements 
in any r distinct. rows is great.er than t.he sum of' 
t.he moduli of' all t.he of'f'-diagonal elements in t..he 
same rows. 
Then det.. A ;111 0 . 




The proof' of' Theorem 3.19 requires the f'ollowing lemma. 
Lemma 3.20. Suppose that A = [a . . l E .M ([R) holds 
L J n 
the f'ollowing conditions f'or some r, 2 s rs n: 
(1) a .. > c(r) 
J J J 
(2) The sum of' the elements in any r distinct rows of' A 
is positive. 
Then ATx ~ 0 f'or any nonzero nonnegative vector x. 
Proof': Let x = <xi , x 
2
, X . ~ 0., i. = 
L 
. .. , n. Without loss of' generality, we can assume X = n 
0 s X . s 1 , ( i. = 1, 2, · · ·, n-1) (3.15). Denote 
L 
i. 
th ( ) of' A by A . , the row ai.i ' ai.2' , a . L n L 
vector (0 , 0 , · · · ,0,1) by gi , and the vector (1,1, · · · , 1,1) 
by gn • Moreover , we introduce the sets pi and p by n 
pi = { y E [R n- i ( gt , y A + . .. + y A + A ) > 0 } 1 i n - 1 n - 1 n 
p = { y E [Rn - 1 : ( gn , y A + .. . + y A + A ) > 0 } n i 1 n-1 n-1 n 
From the f'irst condition , a > C c r ) and the def'inition of' 
nn n ' 
c(r) it 
j , f'ollows that any vector y E 
[Rn - i with all 
c omponents equal to either O or 1 and with the number of' 
o nes at most r-1 b e lon~s to P · t:> i , 
if' y . = 0 , 1 , 
L 
I t f'ollows f'rom the second condition that the sum of' the 
e lements in any k ~ r distinct rows of' A is positive . 
Theref'ore p 
n 
contains any vector y E with all 
components equal to either O or 1 and with the number of' 
ones at least r-1 : 
y E p if' y . = 0,1, 
n L 
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Since pi and p are open half' n spaces in 
[Rn-1 , t.he 
following inclusions are valid 
I( = conv { y E [Rn -1 : y . = 0,1, 
1 L 
i. = 1 , 2, · · · , n-1 , 
K 
n 
n-1 = conv {ye [R 
where conv denot.es t.he convex hull [21:p.96] of' a set.. We 
see t.hat. t.he set.s and K above are 
n 
t.he convex polyhedra 
unit. cube, 
[21: p.96] obtained by dividing t.he 
K = {YE [Rn-1 
wit.ht.he hyperplane 
r = { y E [Rn-1 
so t.hat~ 
For example, 
K = conv {y E [R2: 1 
K3 = conv {y E [R2: 
0 s y s 1, 
i. 
i. = 1 , 2, · · · , n-1 } 
let. n=3 , t.hen 2 s r s 3 , 
y = 0 , 1. i. = 1 , 2 : Y1+y2s r-1} s;; 
L 










are t.he convex polyhedra obtained 
by dividing t.he unit. square, 
K = {ye !R2 : 0 s y
1
s 1, 0 s y
2
s 1 }, 
by t.he line y 1+ y 2= r-1 sot.hat. K1 U K3 = K 
Return t.o t.he proof', by (3.15), 
+ X A + A )T. n-1 n-1 n 
Therefore, if' X E K:1. t.hen XE P 1 and (g:l, 
ATx ) > 0, 
if' X EK n' t.hen X E 
p and (g , AT x) > 0. In bot.h n n 




Proof or Theorem 3.19: Let 
comparison matrix M = [m l or A = 
L J 
us 
[ a .. l 
L J 
satisries the conditions or Theorem 3.19. 
consider 





Let us choose a= 
max< la . I= m .. }, then the comparison matrix MT= al P 
L L L L 
and Pis a nonnegative matrix. By the Perron-Frobenius 
Theorem, the nonnegative matrix P has a maximal real 
eigenvalue~ to which corresponds a nonnegative eigenvector 
x , so MT also has a real eigenvalue µ to which there 
corresponds a nonnegative eigenvector x. 
MTx = (al - P)x = ax - Px = ax - ~x = (a 
In other words, 
~)x = µx since Px 
= ~x and MT= al - P. Also, the real parts or the remaining 
eigenvalues or MT are not less thanµ because~ is a maximal 
real eigenvalue of P andµ= a - ~- Now we show that µ is 
By the Lemma just proved , at least one of conditions 
must be violated for the matrix M - µI, 
the inequality(MT - µI) x ~ 0 would hold. 
for otherwise 
Consequently, 
·~h < CC. r ) e1. ~ er m .. - µ _ 
J J J 
for some j or for some r- tuples<.> 
r 
of 
indices we have 
n 
L L m. - rµ s 0. L j 
i. EQ j = J. 
r 
Suppose µ is negative , then the rirst condition of the 
h . 1· > c ( r) t eorem 1.mp 1.es m . - µ . so the rirst 
J J J 
apply . Therefore the second case must apply. 











This implies O < L L m .. s rµ < 0 since the second case 
L J 
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applies. This yeilds a contradiction and shows that µ is 
positive in both cases because of the conditions of the 
theorem and definition 3.18. The matrix M e Z thus is 
n 
positive stable and thus an M-matrix and A is H-matrix. 
Therefore , det M > 0, [17], and I det A I~ det M, [25], and 
Theorem 3.16 has been proved. • 
The set of points in the complex plane whose distances 
to the points a .. 
l 1 I. 1 
a . have sum not exceeding the 
l I. 
r r 
sum of the quantities R~ 
l 1 






D . ) 
I. 










D . ) = { ([: 2 z-a . s 2 R~ } z E I. i. l l 
i.EQ i.EQ r 
r r 
Corollary 3.21. Let A= [a . l EM(~) , and r be a 
l J n 
fixed integer with 2 s r ~ n. Then all eigenvalues 
of A lie in either one of the discs 
z-a . I :s: c c r) 1 = 1 , 2 ,- -· , n <3 . 17) J J j , 
or the average of some r of the Gershgorin discs 
, D 
n 
Proo£: Since the matrix A - ~I is singular, at least 
one of the conditions in Theorem 3.16 must be violated for 
this matrix. This establishes the Corollary. • 
Not.e For r = n this result is equivalent to 
Gershgorin ' s theorem; all eigenvalues of A belong to one of 
the discs I z-a .. Is C~CA) j = 1,2, · · ·,n, while for r = 
J J J 
2 the localization region obtained for eigenvalues consists 
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of' the union of' n discs about the points a .. 
J J 
with radii 
max I a .. I, 
I. J 
j = 1,2, · •· ,n and n(n-1)/2 elliptical regions 
i. : I. ;a!j 
and with f'oci at the points a .. 
I. I. 
and a .. 
J J 
Details of' the properties of' the average of' Gershgorin 
discs are in appendix A.1. 
Considering the equality 
following result f'or the case 
Cc 2 l= max I a .. I, we get the 
J i.iCj 1.J 
r = 2 which is an analogue of' 
second statement of' Gershgorin's theorem. 





belong to the union of' the discs 
I z-a .. I :S max a . . j = 1, 2, · · · , n 
JJ i.=1,2,···,n 1.J 
i. ;a! j 
and the ellipses constructed on the intersecting 
pairs of' Gershgorin 
Moreover, if' some disk 
remaining discs, then 
radius min ( max 
i. : i. ;a!j 
one eigenvalue of' A. 
discs 
D . is 
J 
the 
, D • 
r, 
disjoint :f'rom all the 
disk about a .. with 
J J 
a .. I , R:) contains exactly 
I. J J 
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CHAPTER IV 
OTHER RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS 
Gershgorin ' s theorem can be generalized in other ways 
and can be applied to specified matrices to get a readily 
restricted inclusion region of eigenvalues of those 
matrices. Also , we can find several sufficient conditions 
for a matrix to be stable. In this chapter, we discuss the 
above problems. 
4.1 BLOCK DIAGONALLY DOMINANT MATRICES 
Gershgorin's theorem can be improved for block matrices 
in the following manner: 
Let A= [ak
1
J E Mn(~) be partitioned such that 
A= [A . J E A1 (~) (4.1) 
t. J n 
where the rectangular matrices A .. are partitioned 
L J 
submatrices and the diagonal submatrices A .. are 
L L 
square of' order ni; 1 s i,J s N. 
Viewing the square matrix A .. as a linear transformation 
L t. 
of' then . - dimensional vector subspace 0 . 
L L 
into itself, we 
associate with this subspace 0 
L 
is., if' X and y are elements of' 
{ 
llxllo > 0 unless X = 0 
\ . 
llo.xii 0 _ = I cq llxii 0 f'or any 
L t. 
llx + yllo s llxii 0 + llyll 0 , 
\, \, \, 
the vector norm llxll 0 _ , that 
L 
0 . , then 
t. 
scalar 0: ; (4.2) 
1 s i s N 
The point here is that we can associate dif'f'erent vector 
norms with different subspaces Q . 
L 
considering the rectangular matrix A .. 
t. J 
Now, similarly 
f'or any 1 < . . - L > J 
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S N as a linear transt'ormation t'rom 0 . to Q, the 
J L 
matrix norm IIA .. 11, which is called 
L J 
the induced matrix norm, 
is def'ined as usal by 
II A .. 
l J 
II = sup 
xO . , xp110 
- J 
IIA . . xllo 
L J i, 
(4.3) 
No~e: It' the partitioning in (4.1) is such that. all the 
mat.rices A . . are 1 x 1 matrices and llxll 0 = Ix I, then the l J i, 
norms IIA . II are just. the moduli ot' the single entries ot' 
L J 
these matrices. Since no cont'usion will arise, we shall drop 
the subscripts on the dit't'erent. vector norms. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let. A EM(~) be partitioned in 
n 
(4.1). It' the diagonal A .. 
J J 
submat.rices 
nonsingular , and it' 
( IIA . - 1 11)- 1 > 2 IIA . k II f'or all 1 s 
J J J . 
S N 
k;.i!J 
then A is block st.rict.ry diagonally dominant., 
relative to the partitioning ot' (4.1). 




partitioned matrix A ot' (4.1) is block strictly 
diagonally dominant., then det, A ;.I! 0. 
Proof': Suppose that. det. A= 0, then AW = 0 has a 
nontrivial solution W = [w · · · w ]T with 
1' ' N 
A [w · ·· w ]T = 0 (4.5) 
1' ' N 
here, we have partitioned W cont'ormally with respect to the 
partitioning of' (4.1). But, this is equivalent. to 
2 A . w . = 
L J J 
A .. 
L L 
w i, 1 S i ~ N (4.6) 
J ;z!i, 
S ince Wis a nonzero vector, normalize W sot.hat 
t'or all 1 5 j s N, and assume t.hat equality is 
some r, that is , llw II = 1. 
r 
Thus , from C4.6) 
IIA w II = 
rr r II 2 Arjwj II :S 2 IIA II llw . II s 2 IIA . II r J J r J 
j ;li!r j ;li!r j ;li!r 
:S 2 IIA . II r J 
j ;li!r 
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But. as llw II= 1 and A r rr is nonsingular by hypothesis , 
put.ting A w 
r r r 
= zr , we have 
II A w Ii llz II 
II A II rr r r C IIA - 1 II 
-1 
w = = 2! ) , r r r llw II IIA -1z II rr 
r r r r 
using (4. 3). This combined with (4..7) gives a contradict.ion 
t.o t.he assumption (4.4.) t.hat. A is block st.rict.ly diagonally 
dominant , which completest.he proof • 
In this chapter we will use t.he not.at.ion I . 
J 
t.o denote 
t.he n . x n . ident.it.y matrix when discussing block 
J J 
part.it.ioned mat.rices. 
The above theorem leads naturally to a block analogue 
of Gershgorin's Theorem (Theorem 1.2) . [See 4,12 , 26 , 35]. 
THEOREM 4.3. Feingold & Varga [12] For t.he 
part.it.ioned matrix A of' (4..1), each eigenvalue A of' 
A sat.isf'ies 





1 s 2 IIAjkll 
k;ldj 
for at. least one j, 1 5 J 5 N. 
(4..8) 
It. also leads t.o a block analogue of Theorem 3.1 
and Theorem 3.3. 
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THEOREM 4.4. Feingold & Varga [121 Let. A E M (([:) 
n 
be part.it.ioned as in (4.1). Then, all t.he 
eigenvalues of A lie in t.he union of t.he [ 
NCN-1)./2] point. set.s D . 
I, j 
defined by 
(II CA -zl. )- 1 11 II CA -zI.)- 1 11)- 1 :S( L IIA1.. kll)( 2 IIAJ_kll) C4.9) 
L I. I. J J J 
k ;,di k jlll! j 
THEOREM 4.5. Feingold & Varga [12] Let. A EM (<C) be 
n 
part.it.ioned as in <4 . 1), and define 
R~ = 2 IIAj k II ; J 
k ;,dj 
Then , for any a wit.h 
A satisfies 
[ ll<A . 
J J 
C = 2 J 
k;,dj 
0 $ a $ 
IIAkj II 1:Sj:$N. 
C4.10) 
(4.11) 
1, each eigenvalues of 
(4.12) 
By Gershgorin ' s Theorem , every st.rict.ly diagonally 
dominant. maLrix wit.h negative diagonal entries is st.able . 
Based on t.hat. result., we can find t.he block analogue of it. 
which depends upon t.he use of absolute norms. 
mean t.he following. First., if X is a column 
complex components xi, let. lxl denot.e t.he 
By t.his we 
vector wit.h 
vector wit.h 
components Ix I· lt' \. 
II X II = II lxl II (4.13) 
for all vectors x , t.he norm is an absolute norm. This is 
equivalent. t.o t.he property t.hat. if I y I ~ Ix I , t.hen 
II y II ~ II x II • C4.14) 
THEOREM 4.6. Feingold & Varga [12] Let. A E A1 (<C) be 
n 
part.it.ioned as in (4.1); and let. A be block 
st.rict.ly diagonally dominant.. Further, assu me 
that each submatrix A .. is an M-matrix, 1 s j s N, 
J J 
and the vector norms t'or each subspace O are 
J 
absolute norms, 
then A is positive stable. 
Proof: Let z be any complex number with Re(z) s 0. 
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It' 




-1 zlj) = <sklcz)), it t'ollows 
t'rom the assumption that A .. is an M-matrix that 
J J 
1 $ k , l :S n . . 
J 
(4.15) 
Next, with (4.15) and the assumption ot' absolute norms, it 
t'ollows t'rom (4.13) and (4.14) that 
II Ajf 1x1 11 
llxll II 1x1 II 
so that from (4.3), 
[ ll(A . zl ) - 1 11 ] - 1 ~ [ IIA .. - 1 11 ]- 1 • 
J J J J J 
In other words, t'or any z with Re(z) s 0, the matrix A - zI 
continues to be block strictly diagonally dominant and 
hence nonsingular. Thus, it'~ is an eigenvalue of A, 
Re<~>> 0 , which completes the proof. 
4.2 STOCHASTIC MATRICES 
then 
• 
For certain types ot' matrices , we may readily restrict 
the Gershgorin region. For example, we apply the Gershgorin 
theorem to Row Stochastic Matrices A = [a . J E ,ti (IR), 
t J n 
that 
is , a . . 
t J 
c: 0 C \. , j =1 , 2, · · · , n) , and 
n 
2 a . 
t J 
= 1 , < i. = 1 , · · · ., n). 
j = 1 
An immediate consequence ot' Gershgorin's theore m is 
THEOREM 4.7. [21,p.161) Let, akk be t.he smallest. 
element. at' t.he main diagonal ot' a row st.ochast.ic 
matrix A= [a le M ([R). Then all t.he eigenvalues 
l .) n 
ot' A lie int.he closed disc 
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{ z e <C : I z - ak k I s 1- ak k } (4.16) 
A consequence ot' Ost.rowski's theorem (Theorem 3.1) is 
THEOREM 4.8. Brauer [2,#4-l Let. a . . and a .. be t.he 
l l J J 
smallest. elements ot' t.he main diagonal element.s ot' 
a stochastic matrix A= [a . le M ([R). Then all 
l J n 
t.he eigenvalues lie int.he closed oval 
{z E a:: : lz - a . . f lz - a .. I s (1 - a . . )(1 
l l J J l l 
a . ) } (4.17) 
J J 
This proot' requires a t'ollowing lemma. 
LEMMA 4.9. [2,#4-l Let, a, b, c and k be real number 
sat.ist'ying a< c < k and b s c < k. 
Then t.he oval 
I z - b I I z - c Is (k - b)(k - c) 
lies in t,he int.erior ot' t.he oval 
(4.18) 
z a I I z - b f s <k - a)(k - b) (4-.19) 
and z = k is t.he only common point. on t.he cont.ours 
of' bot,h regions. 
Proof ot' Theorem 4-.8: It, t'ollows f'rom Theorem 3.1 that. 





) < k, l = 1, 2, · • •, n; k;&!l ) , 
since R~(A) = 1 akk. But, all these ovals lie in (4.17) by 
Lemma 4-.9 f'or k = 1. • 
4-0 
4.3 SOME RECENT RESULTS 
In 1983 t..he following eigenvalue localization quest.ion 
was raised : for each positive integer n , is there an e(n) > 
0 such t..hat every n x n complex matrix A= [a .. ] , satisfying 
L J 
la . I s £(n) whenever L =nor j = n , has an eigenvalue in 
L J 
t..he closed unit disc U = { z e ~ : lzl S 1}? 
In 1985 it was shown by C.R.Johnson and D.London, [19] , 
that. for any arbitrary n x n complex matrix t..he hypot..hesis 
is correct. if n s 2 [Theorem 4.10] but. does not hold for n ~ 
3 [Example 4.11]. 
THEOREM 4.10. Johnson & London [19] Let. A= [a . le 
L J 
M <<D be a mat..rix wit..h la . I s 1/(3n-2) whenever ··n '- J 
i > 1 or j > 1 , then at. l e ast. n-1 eigenvalues 
(c ounting mult..iplicit..y) of A lie in U. 
Proof : Consider t..he n Gershgorin discs associated with 




I > C2n-1) / C3n-2) , then t..he first Gershgorin disc is 
isolated and , 
c ontained in U. 
t..herfore , t..he other n-1 eigenvalues are 
• 
Th e following example shows that. not. even control of 
n-2 rows and columns allows control of even 1 eigenvalue , 
but control of n-1 rows and columns allows control of n-1 
eigenvalues by t..he above t..heorem. 
EXAMPLE 4.11. Consider the matrix 
4-1 
0 t, 0 0 
0 0 C. 0 
A = 
C. 
C. 0 0 
Then , the eigenvalues of' A are the n complex n t h roots of' 
n- 1 
t..c. , while la . I s c. whenever i > 2 or j >2. Thus , f'or 
l J 
any c. > 0 , all the eigenvalues of' A can be arbitrarily large 
by choice of' t,. • 
Fo r normal matrices the answer to the previous quest.ion 
is yes" . This comes f'rom the theorem below. 
THEOREM 4 . 12 Johnson & London [191 Let, A e M < <C) 
n 
be a~ normal matrix with eigenvalues l
1
, • . • A , · n 
ll I · n Recall 
that, A. is the i-th row of' A [p . 2 9 1 , l = 1 , 
l 
... , n ' 
a nd suppose that, IIAi ll2 s s i1Ai 112· Then 
n 
k k 2 
2 p .. 12 s 2 II A . II 2. k = 1 , . .. , n. l l 
i:: 1 j = 1 
Proof': Since A is normal , 2 ll 12 the ll 1 I , are n 
eigen valu e s * of' AA , while IIA1II:, 2 · ··, l!Anll2 are the diagonal 
entries of" AA* . The stated inequality then f'ollows :from the 
f' a c t, that th e ordered eigenvalues of' a Hermitian matrix are 
majoriz e d by the ordered vector of' its diagonal entries . • 
In particular , if' one row of' a normal matrix has length 
s 1 , then at, least one eigenvalue lies in U· , that, is , if' 
ja . s - 1./2 . = 1 , then eigenvalue lies in u. n ,J . . . ' n , an 
l J 
Thus , f'or normal mat.rices, c.(n) = n - 1./2 f"ulf'ills the 
requirements of' the conjecture. 
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4.4 STABLE MATRICES 
A mat.rix is st.able i:f t.he real parts o:f each o:f it.s 
eigenvalues are negat.ive. St.able mat.rices are very import.ant. 
int.he theory o:f st.abilit.y o:f solutions o:f di:f:ferent.ial 
equations [See 23,p.184-J. 
R. Tambs - Lyche gave a su:f:ficient. condition :for real 
matrix t.o be st.able. 
THEOREM 4.13. R.Tambs-Lyche [21 , p.1591 I:f A= [a .. J 
L J 
e M (~) ,a .- ~ 0 :for all i,j, Ci~ j ) , and t.here exist. 
n L J 
positive numbers t. . . . t. 
1 ' ' n 
such t.hat. 
n 
2 t. . a .. 
J L J 
< 0 Ci= 1 , 2 . · · · , n) (4-.20) 
j = 1 
t. hen A is st.able. 
Proo:f: Let. At be an ei~envalue o:f A and Cx • • • x )T 0 1 ' ' n 
an eigenvector corresponding t.o At. 
( i =1 , 2, · · · , n). and I y m I = max I Yi I . 
Let. y 
L 
= X /t, _ 
L L 
Then "·t t. y = A X = L L t L 




<Ax) . = 2 a X . = 2 L L j J 
j = 1 j = 1 









s: 2t. . a . 
J mJ 
j~ 






a .. t. . y . and 
L J J J 
by (4.20). 
Hence, t.he eigenvalue At lies 
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interior or the disc which passes through O and whose center 
is at the negative number a 
mm • 
H. Lohrbach generalized the above theorem to complex 
matrices by exchanging the inequality (4.20) to 
~ t. . la . I s -t. . Re(a .. >, 
L,. J L J L L L 
< i. =1, · · ·, n) 
We have another surricient. condition ror a matrix to be 





THEOREM 4.14. Solovev [30] Suppose that. for some 
rixed r wit.h 2 s rs n t.he elements or t.he complex 
ma t.r ix A = [ a . . ] , L , j = 1 , · · · , n, 
L J 
rollowing conditions: 
1 ) Re ( a . ) < - C c r ) j = 1 , · · · , n 
J J j , 
satisry t.he 
2) The sum oft.her largest or t.he numbers Re [ 
(a ) + R~] , i. = 1,2, · · ·,n, is negative. 
L L L 
Then A is a st.able matrix. 
P~oo£: By the rirst. condition, all the discs, 
I z - a .. I s C < r) j = 1, · · ·, n, J J j , 
in the lert. halr-plane, and by the second condition, 
1 1 






lie in the lert. halr-plane. By Corollary 3.18., t.he 
parts or all t.he eigenvalues are negative. • 
No1.e: Several kinds or special matrices has been 
investigated, e.g. [1,3]. 
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4.5 OTHER APPLICATIONS 
In this short section we consider other applications. 
THEOREM 4.15. Suppose that A e M n is idempotent, 
but A• I then A cannot be strictly diagonally 
n 
dominant orirreducibly diagonally dominant. 
Proof: Suppose A is strictly diagonally dominant or 
irreducibly diagonally dominant, then, by the Theorem 1.1 or 
3.2, det A• 0 and A- 1 exists. Since A2 = A, A2 A- 1 = AA- 1 
which implies A= I , a contradiction. 
n 
THEOREM 4.16. Suppose that A= Ca .. 1 e M, that X t. J n 
is an eigenvalue ot' IAI = < ja .. I) , and that there t. J 
is a vector x = <x) e ~n with all x . > 0 
t t. 
such 




, ···, xn). Then 
- 1 every Gershgorin disc at' D IAI D pass through A-
Proof: Since IAlx = Ax, 
A X . = (IA jx ) . = ( . th row ot' IAI ) X \. ,. \. 
n 
= 2 1a . I X . = 1a .. I X . + 2 ja . I X . t J J \. \. L t. J J 
j = 1 j •;. 
• 
Hence t'or all x >o , 
\. 
t.=1, 2,···,n, X = ta . I+~ ja .. jx ~ 1 x. \. \. .c. t. J \. J 
j .i. 
Thus t'or all i., 1 s i.S n. 
Since D-11AI D B [b ] where b . 2 1a . 
-1 = = = jX X . every t. j \. j t. J \. J , 
i. , j 
Gershgorin discs ot' o- 1 1AID pass through ;>._  • 




In this chapter, we give some examples in which 
generalizations of' Gershgorin's theorem reduce the size of' 
the Gershgorin region. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Consider the matrix A, 
Then A is invertible by both Ostrowski's conditions C3.1) 
and (3.3) , but neither Levy-Desplanques ' condition C1.1) nor 
Taussky ' s condition (3.2) guarantee invertibility. But if' we 
use the column rorm of' (3.2) , then Taussky ' s Theorem 
(Theorem 3 . 2) guarantees the invertibility of A. 
To get sharper estimates , we can use Varga ' s 
r e sult (Theorem 3.6) and Solovev ' s result (Theorem 3.19). 
EXAMPLE 5.2 . Let A be the matrix 
[ 0 1 1 ] A = 5 11 2 
2 4- 22 
The localization regions given f'or the spectrum of' A by 
Corollary 3.22 is pictured in Figure 5.1 because R:CA) = 2, 
R;(A) = 7, R;CA) = 6 , cc 2) = max la I = max [5,2] = 5 , 1 
i. ~1 
l 1 
c c 2 ) = 4- cc2 ) = 2 and U2 ( 02 , D3) as below. 2 , 3 
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Figure 5.1. 
Moreover, the conditions of the second part of Corollary 





, and the disc tz a
11
1 s C~ 2 ) = 5 does 
not intersect the remaining discs (3.17). Therefore, exactly 




1, R:<A>) = min ( 5 , 2) = 2. In fact, the eigenvalues 
of A are 22.866, 10.580, and -0.446 . Also we could find 
smaller inclusion regions by using similarity transformation 
.... 
of A. For example A= X- 1 AX where X = diag ( ! , +, 1 ). 
The result for block diagonally dominant matrices 
also readily restrict the Gershgorin region. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Consider the partitioned matrix A, 
A = f. ~;. ~;. j ~; .. ~;. l 
-1 0: 4- -2 
0 -1 :-2 4 
Employing now the vector norm II x II = ( it'~ 
induced matrix norm in (4.3), it is apparent that II A 12 11 = !I A 21 JI 
= 1 . On the other hand , direct computation shows that 
[ II <A 
L L 
zl. )- 1 II l- 1 = min { 16-zl , 12-zl }, 
L 
i.= 1,2. 
By Theorem 4.3, each eigenvalue A of A lies in 
{ z e C: 16-zl 5 1} or { z e C: 12-zl 5 1} 





The usual Gershgorin region for the given matrix A are all 
given the single circle I 4 - A I 5 3, as shown above. In 
1act the eigenvalues 01 A are 1, 3, 5, and 7. 
Here is an example 01 statement (3.9). 
EXAMPLE 5.4. Consider one reducible matrix 
[ J 0 ] A = 0 I E M r,+2 r, 
where J = [ 1 1 ] M2 and ~E M is the n xn identity 1 1 E n 
matrix. 
Then any D. . (A) does not contain either of the 
1. 1'1.2, •• ·,1.k 
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A.1 PROPERTIES OF AVERAGE OF THE GERSHGORIN DISCS 
The concept of average of Gershgorin discs was the 
motivation of Solovev's generalization for the Gershgorin 
theorem. 
here. 
Also it has many properties . We introduce them 
At first, consider the case r = 2. The average of discs 
D and D . is the set 
L J 
{ z E <C : I z- a . I + lz - a .. I s: R ✓ + R~ } 
LL JJ L J 
If D and D . are disjoint, L. e., la . - a .. I > R~ + R ~ 
L J LL JJ L J 
then 
the set is clearly empty. But if D and D . 
L J 
intersect, 
then their average is that part or the complex plane bounded 
by the ellipse with foci at a . . and a , major axis 2a = R~ 
L L J J L 
+ R~, and minor axis 2b = [ ( R~+ R~) -
J L J 
1a . . - a .. 12 ]1/2. 
L L J J 
This ellipse belongs to the union of the discs D and D . , 
J 




and lz - a .. I= R~ 
J J J 
intersect, and contains the intersection 
of D. and D. The apexes of the ellipse on the line passing 
L J 
through the foci are the midpoints of the segments joining 




and intersect this line [see Figure 5.11. 
We remark that if the inequalities i, , j ja .. I s R ~, 
L J J 
= 
1 ,2, ... , n, i. ~ j, hold (for example, if A is symmetric), 
then the localization region given by Corollary 3.22 is 
contained in the union of the discs D
1
, D . 
n 
Otherwise 
this is not so (see Figure 5.1); however, it can be asserted 
54-
Lhat the sum ot' the radii ot' the discs C3.17) automatically 
d oes not exceed the sum ot' the radii ot' the Gershgorin discs 
C1.2). This was the real motivation ot' the average ot' the 
Gershgorin discs . 
In the general case , when 2 < r < n, it is a 
complicated matter to describe the boundary ot' the average 
D ) 
r 
ot' disks D 1 , D . r However, this 
dit't'i c ulty disappears in the case when the average is empty , 
and it is thus t'irst ot' all necessary to solve the problem 
ot' whether or not the set U CD, 
r 1 
, D ) is empty. 
n 
When all the diagonal elements a 11 , , 
the average ot' the discs D1 , Dr is empty 
none ot' the points a 11 , , arr belong to 
that is. it' and only it' 
r r 
2 ja .. - a . ) 2 R~ L L J j L 
L = 1 i. = 1 
And the average U CD , 
r 1 
followi ng properties: 
j = 1 , 
, Dr) of D1 , 
1) u CD 1 , D ) is convex. r r 
r r 
2) ('\ D C u CD D ) C u D. , 
i. = 1 L r 
1 , r 
i. = 1 L 
r 
a are real , rr 
it' and only it' 
this average , 
n . CA.1) 








L = 1 CA. 3) 
r 
c U U CD · • · D. D. • . r-1 1 ' ' L- 1' L+1' 
L = 1 
.. D ) 
, r 
It' D 1 , 
empty. 
Dr are disjoint , then their average is 
It' the average of any ks r distinct discs among 
55 
D is empty , 
r 
then the average of the discs 
•.. D 
, r is also empty. 
5) The average of the discs D 1 ' D belongs to the r 
disc about .!.(a + .. ·+ a ) with radius !(R,. + 
r 11 r r r 1 










A.2 TABLE OF SPECIAL NOTATION AND TERMS 
II Ai. j II 
Al = D + tB 
Act,) 
where D = dia~<a ··· a ) 
<> 11' ' nn 
the Hermitian matrix ot' A 
Arc < i. , j) 
Absolute norm 
Average or Gershgorin discs 
Block strictly diagonally dominant 
C(A) : the set ot' circuits ot' I'(A) 
1 0 . C . ( A) , C . 
J J 
absolute j th column sum 
deleted 11. C~(A), C~ 
J J 
12. c (r ) 
J 
13. Circuit ot' r<A) 







D . (A) = { lz 









22. Directed graph 
a .. I ::5 P } 
L L L 
23. G(A) : Gershgorin region 
24-. 
25. G~(A) the complementary region ot' Gk(A) 
26. G!<A) 
27 . o < G!<A)) : the boundary ot' (26) 



































































an . x n . identity matrix 
1. 1. 
int. o <G! <ACt,)) 
Induced mat.rix norm 
Irriducible 








Maximun row sum matrix norm, 
Minimal Gershgorin set 
Ovals of Cassini 
Path 
Permutation matrix 
II A II 
00 
Posit.ive definite, A (A)> 0 for all L 
1. 
Positive stable, Re[A (A)J >O for all,. 
1. 
Pre-order 
R . (A), R . 
1. 1. 











the set, of all Q 
w [j ] ; w () 
r r J 
Weakly connected 
r 
57 
4 
28 
36 
9 
35 
11 
4 
20 
25 
1 
28 
22 
7 
17 
11 
20 
11 
28 
28 
21 
3 
3 
41 
38 
20 
34-
20 
28 
28 
28 
20 
60. Z 
n 
61. llxllo 
62. Q 
1.. 
1.. 
58 
27 
34 
34 
